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New Truck Bed Seating product turns your truck into an SUV - could save on Fuel Costs

Aug 25, 2008 Atlanta, Georgia Company seeks to save Fuel cost for Pick-up Truck owners.

Aug. 25, 2008 - PRLog -- If you are currently driving a pick-up truck or utilizing pick-ups in your service
fleet, the BedRyder seating system could save you  thousands of dollars per year on your fuel costs.  By
utilizing the BedRyder add-on seating system you can get two additional family members or work crew
personnel safely to the game or the worksite without having to use an additional vehicle.

BedRyder seats are practical. Let’s face it: when you look around at the cars and trucks next to you at a stop
light, you typically see only 1 person in each vehicle. Doesn’t it make more sense to have seats you can
easily install when you need them, and take out when you don’t? BedRyder allows you to drive a
shorter/lighter vehicle that gets better fuel economy and can carry more passengers safely.  

“Safety has always been my utmost priority in developing this product. After all – I initially designed this
for my own kids”, says BedRyder inventor Carey Hyde.  The BedRyder seating system has undergone
extensive testing and meets or exceeds all applicable FMVSS safety standards.

Many states have laws against riding loosely in the bed of a pick-up truck. However, most of those states
also have exceptions for passengers who are properly belted or performing their job duties. There are also
age restrictions. You can learn more about the BedRyder product as well as your particular state’s
exceptions at the BedRyder website: www.BedRyder.com.

BedRyder seats are fun. Riding in open-air BedRyder seats is a blast! On a nice day people will choose the
BedRyder seats over in-cab seating. Because you are belted into comfortable racing style seats you can sit
back and enjoy the wind in your hair, and you can’t beat the leg room!  You can also drive your truck like
you normally would without worrying that your passengers are getting tossed around.  Once installed, the
seats can be completely removed in seconds, leaving nothing in the bed to hinder other uses.  The
BedRyder seating system can be used in conjunction with truck caps and ladder racks.  It can be used for
transporting additional workers during the week and hunting, boating, camping or tailgating on the
weekend.

If you could drive a smaller more fuel efficient vehicle, while transporting the same number of passengers
or eliminate an additional vehicle traveling to the work-site or lake imagine how much money you could
save on your fuel expenses.

For more information regarding the BedRyder seating system visit our website at www.BedRyder.com.

# # #

About BedRyder Inc. is the manufacturer of a removeable truck bed seating device that allows a truck
owner to quickly add additional passenger seating to their vehicle. The system can be completely removed
in seconds (no tools needed) .

--- End ---
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